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PØD Preparations for November Running -
Calibration-Related issues

Initial attempt to come up with a list of things that need to be done in
preparation for the next run in November

-> Hardware

-> Low-level operating parameters

-> Light Injection

-> Charge Injection

-> Pedestal/DPT running

-> Data Quality

-> Cosmics

All of these items obviously open to discussion.
I am sure things are missing from this initial list!
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Hardware

Channel-level:
DAQ checkout after water target work

-> Are channels working?
-> Cabling error checks

Investigate/fix 7 (8?) dead channels from spring 2010 run?

TFB level:
Investigate TFBs with bad charge injection data

-> shorts in temperature sensor cabling?
Other TFB issues?  (instability found in LI data?)

CTM cabling:
New cabling arrangement laid out by Phill Litchfield
Vittorio checked while on site, changes are straightforward
Clark agreed that it should be done
-> Do we need to cross-check Phill’s proposal first?

My question:
Is it possible to do an upgrade so that the central ECAL can be included
in the trigger as well?
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Detector Operating Parameters

Gains:
-> Tune HV channel by channel to match gains
-> Proposal

* Do first pass after channel checkout (gets most of the effect)
* Verify that gains match to validate procedure
* Redo with magnet closed/on

TDC thresholds:
-> Should be re-evaluated after gains tuned
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Light Injection

Hardware work to change signal polarities -> Done

Make DPT histograms work -> Done, needs testing

Control program improvements -> Done/ongoing

Redo LI amplitude scans for slewing correction to LI timing
-> test now, do again with magnet closed+on?

Determine operating conditions for interspill running
-> DPT only for analysis that only needs ADC values
-> Timing analysis needs TDC value

* use “downscaling” to keep only highest amplitude?

-> Note: Even without DPTs, LI data is much smaller than
pedestal data because only one of 23 cycles is needed

During running:
What runs are needed/useful in addition to interspill?
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Charge Injection

With magnet open:
-> Investigate, fix TFBs with bad CI data in the spring
-> Take full set of CI data with electronics still accessible to verify

that everything works

During running:
-> Regular CI runs - once/month?
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Pedestal/DPT running

Goal:
-> Use DPT histograms from interspill pedestal triggers to track and

correct for time variation of pedestals and channel gains
-> Stop saving all hits from pedestal data

Spring runs:
-> DPT histograms available from (later) spring runs
-> All cycles combined, multiple trigger types (pedestal+beam)
-> P0D group found inconsistencies with pedestal data;

UK analysis (including P0D data) concluded that things were consistent
--> ???

Collaboration meeting discussions:
-> Easy to change DPTs to use only pedestal triggers
-> Splitting pedestal DPTs into 23 cycles is ‘being investigated’
-> Push to get this change implemented
-> May not happen immediately 
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Data Quality

Top priority:
-> Who will take over data quality role from Jackie?

Goals (see Jackie’s slides from the collaboration meeting):
-> Automate monitoring plots on semioffline machines

(uses existing infrastructure)
-> Monitor regularly

* Do we need to adjust channel HVs?
-> Think about additional checks

(e.g. consider some checks other groups are doing)
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Cosmics

Open-ended question:

What rate and type of cosmic triggers do we need for PØD calibration? 


